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Dand Lockwood 

civic integration and class formation 

ABSTRACT 

The aim is to explore the usefulness of inverting the class analysis problematic, 
which starts from class structure and then asks under what conditions socio- 
political class formation occurs, and then how this in turn bears upon social 
cohesion. By contrast, the route followed here starts from the assumption that 
the institutional unity of citizenship, market and bureaucratic relations is central 
to social cohesion, and then concentrates on the questions of how inequalities of 
class and status affect the institutionalization of citizenship and thereby its 
integrative function. While its practice is heavily influenced by the structure of 
social inequality, citizenship can be seen to exert a force-field of its own. Four 
main types of 'civic stratification' are distinguished by reference to citizens' 
differing enjoyment of, and abilities to exercise, rights, their social categoriza- 
tion by the rights themselves and by their motivation to extend and enlarge 
them: namely, civic exclusion, civic gain and deficit, and civic expansion. Their 
consequences for social integration are then briefly discussed. One advantage of 
this approach is that it allows inequalities related to age, gender and ethnicity to 
be incorporated within the same explanatory scheme. 

KEY WORDS: social integration; citizenship; class; status 

One of the reasons why social stratification has been so central to sociology 
is its relevance to both the understanding and the measurement of macrb 
social order and conflict. First, in providing answers to the question of 
under which conditions inequality is tolerated or rejected, the analysis of 
class and status fortnation is of major importance in the explanation of 
social integration. Second, caste hierarchy and class war may be taken as 
representing polar extremes of a continuum of status-ordered and class- 
divided societies. These reference points do not rule out either caste 
conflict at the local village level (which has been endemic) or even wide- 
spread, caste-based movements which are more or less active protests 
against the dominant order; nor do they imply, to take the opposite case, 
that in most states of class conflict there are not considerable zones of inter- 
class solidarity (without which class conflict as a structured relationship 
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could not exist) or that there do not persist intra-class differentiations 
which in some cases approximate status groups. 

Class war is certainly the clearest way of identifying the limiting case of 
the relation between class formation and social order. At the same time, 
this whole perspective has been so closely bound up with the Marxist 
problematic of working class formation that there must be doubts about its 
continuing relevance. Since anything remotely approaching class war is 
unlikely to be on the agenda of advanced capitalist democracies, should 
class fortnation continue to be the focus of social stratification analysis? 
And if not, what should take its place? Instead of starting with class struc- 
ture and asking how class formation affects social integration, might it not 
be more advantageous to reverse the question and ask how the institutional 
structure central to social integration affects class formation, and is per- 
haps even conducive to class de-formation? 

In pursuing these questions, the following discussion will present two 
main arguments. The first is that the institutional unity consisting of citi- 
zenship, market and bureaucratic relationships means that class formation 
- in the form of industrial and political polarization - will be much less a 
distinguishing feature of these societies than it was in the not too recent 
past. The second line of argument, which is interwoven with the first, seeks 
to show that, beginning with the problem of social integration it is possible 
to raise rather different but no less interesting questions about class and 
status formation than those deriving from class structural analysis. This will 
be discussed at length in relation to 'civic stratification': that is, ways in 
which the structuring of life chances and social identities is the direct or 
indirect result of the institutionalization of citizenship under conditions of 
social and economic inequality. 

To begin with however it is necessary to provide some clarification of 
what is meant here by social integration, beyond that already indicated by 
claiming that class war and caste organization could be taken as limiting 
measures of it. It might be thought that the obvious starting point should 
be to construct some kind of quantitative measure of societal order and 
disorder - while recognizing that it is always easier to identify the latter than 
the former. While this would be a worthwhile task, it necessarily pre- 
supposes some idea of the central institutional context by reference to 
which different kinds of individual and collective actions acquire sig- 
nificance as measures of a greater or lesser degree of social cohesion. 

This is another way of saying that the impact on social integration of 
changes in class structure is not direct, but mediated by institutions that 
regulate and legitimate a much wider range of inequalities and power 
relationships than those arising from class as defined by reference to the 
possession of marketable property and skills. 

For this reason if no other, the primary reference point for the analysis of 
social integration has to be the complex unity of democratic, market and 
welfare state relations whose claim to legitimacy is based on their 
embodiment of the rights of political, civil and social citizenship. This 
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approach has the further advantage of not reducing the problem of order 
to the kind of highly generalized solutions in which stability is explained 
directly by structurally unmediated social-psychological states such as 
'pragmatic or contradictory consciousness' or 'the dull compulsion of 
economic relations' or 'restricted reference groups'. 

Therefore the following aims to consider the consequences for social 
integration of the manner in which the institutionalization of citizenship is 
embedded in, and at the same time contributes to, the structure of social 

. . 

lnequa lty. 

II 

To begin with, contemporary capitalist, welfare-state, democracies are 
unlikely to experience the kind of systematic incongruities of power, 
authority and status which in the past have been productive of major lines 
of social conflict. The reason for this, which also helps to explain why other 
lines of cleavage have become at least as salient as, and in some countries 
more pronounced than, those of class, is that while hierarchical status has 
become less institutionalized, power has become more institutionalized. 
Largely because of the establishment of the common legal status of citi- 
zenship, all that remains of hierarchical status is the weaker form of social 
inclusion and exclusion, of deference and derogation, maintained by 
purely conventional sanctions, and diffusely interwoven with other kinds of 
actions in a variety of social milieux. This means in turn that there is no 
wellZefined hierarchy of rank or status in relation to which a given dis- 
tribution of wealth or other sort of power could, except in a very weak 
sense, be deemed incongruous. 

On the other side of the equation, power relationships have become 
more institutionalized and much less subject to the kind of sudden unin- 
tended changes such as those postulated by Durkheim under the heading 
of anomic disorder or by Marx and Engels as the 'constant revolutionizing' 
of production relations and with them of social relations in general. This is 
most evidently the result of the extensive bureaucratization of power 
relations, in the private as well as in the public employment sector; a pro- 
cess which not only intrinsically ensures the congruity of rank, wealth and 
authority, but also limits the possibility of large-scale redistributions of 
power occurring spontaneously through the market mechanism. 

The unlikelihood of there arising structurally-dislocating 'free floating' 
power resources is only one consequence of an institutional system whose 
core feature is the mutually reinforcing nature of market, bureaucratic and 
citizenship relations, and whose implications for class formation and for 
the wider problem of order may be examined from two points of view. The 
first is the extent to which these interlocking institutions function effec- 
tively at the level of system integration, in the sense of 'delivering the goods' 
and 'making the trains run on time'. The second is their contribution to 
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social integration through the structuring and legitimation of inequalities. 1 
It is the latter problem that will be the main theme of the following dis- 
cussion. The former is naturally of great importance in any overall view of 
social integration, and much has been written about the system contra- 
diction between the requirements of capitalist accumulation and the 
political need to elicit consent through welfare expenditures. Hence 
notions of 'fiscal crisis of the state' and 'legitimation crises'. 

This is too complicated a subject to go into here. There is however one 
general point that deserves emphasis. As Barbalet (1988) has well noted, 
the ability of the system to deliver the goods is an essential, but overlooked, 
feature of Marshall's theory of citizenship and social integration. In Mar- 
shall's words, it was not simply that 'the inequality of the class system may be 
accepted provided the equality of citizenship is recognized' (Barbalet 1988: 
90-1); social integration also derived from 'a direct sense of community 
membership based on loyalty to a civilisation which is a common posses- 
sion' (ibid.); and the most important part of this was the fact that mass 
production directed to meeting 

the needs and tastes of the common people enabled the less well-to-do 
to enjoy a material civilisation which differed less markedly in quality 
from that of the rich than it had ever done before. All this profoundly 
altered the setting in which the progress of citizenship took place. Social 
integration spread from the sphere of sentiment and patriotism into 
that of material enjoyment. (ibid.) 

III 

At the most abstract level the unity and coherence of market, bureaucratic, 
and citizenship relations is to be found in the manner in which they 
combine to create a social universe of individual actors who are subject to 
impersonal rules which at the same time legitimateboth the inequalities in the 
rewards attaching to (principally occupational) positions and the allocation 
of individuals to these positions. It is clear that spatially extensive markets 
require civil rights of citizenship and therefore the bureaucratic means of 
enforcing rights of private property and free contract, including the 
adjudication of conflicts arising from their exercise. In addition, many of 
the parties to market exchange relations are large-scale bureaucracies in 
their own right. The same of course applies to organizations based on the 
universalization of the political rights of citizenship; and in the sphere of 
social rights, the application of impersonal rules in the provision of edu- 
cational opportunities and the distribution of welfare benefits represents a 
similar pattern of institutionalization, whose claim to legitimacy is likewise 
founded on appeals to efficiency and social justice, both of which in turn 
rest on predominantly meritocratic principles. The way in which civil and 
political citizenship equalizes status is complemented by the tendency of 
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bureaucracies also to 'level' - by impersonal rule application - those they 
administer; and the very same principles are reproduced in the civil rights 
defining the formally free and equal status of parties to contractual market 
relations. 

The extent to which legitimacy derives from the fact that all these prin- 
ciples are procedural, that is, impersonal, universalistic 'rules of the game' 
should not be underestimated. For example, one firmly established finding 
is that although politicians and governments may be seen as incompetent 
or corrupt, democratic regimes continue to enjoy widespread support 
among the citizenry. Again, however much the favourite social survey 
question asking people if they think 'there is too much inequality' receives 
general affirmation, other research asking how much particular occupations 
should be paid reveals remarkable agreement about the hierarchy of 
rewards - that is about which functions deserve to be paid more than others 
- if not about the amount of such differences (Kelley and Evans 1993) . The 
fact that there are such rough notions of desert and merit, which in turn 
presuppose some rules of the game, helps to explain the recent public 
outrage at the egregious pay increases and share options profits which chief 
executives of British privatized monopoly utilities effectively awarded 
themselves. What caused the uproar was not that 'market forces' can result 
in high rewards, but that those in question had almost nothing to do with 
competition or the international marketability of the top brass. In other 
words the rules legitimating the free play of the market had been rigged, 
and in a manner not entirely different from the way in which the relations 
between capital and labour were rigged before the right to collective bar- 
gaining gave some reality to the right of free and equal contract. 

The interdependence of capitalist or class relations and citizenship or 
status relations has always been full of tension. Since equality of civil and 
political rights is an absolutely basic requirement, constitutive of capitalist 
liberal democracy as such, the endemic contradiction between citizenship 
and capital has so far been managed by the fine-tuning of social rights: that 
is by seeking a balance between the system-integrative need for 'efficiency', 
and the social-integrative need to provide 'acceptable' or 'tolerable' levels 
of social welfare. Political parties differ in their ideas of how such a balance 
should and can be struck; but experience shows that the policies of gov- 
ernments are constrained within relatively narrow limits. 

The leading edge of this compromise is 'selectivity' in a variety of forms, 
but all of them seeking theirjustification in some idea of 'merit' or 'desert' 
which is closely tied up with the value put on individual achievement and 
self-responsibility. Demerit has long been the other side of the coin; some 
citizens are seen as less deserving that others because they have brought 
their ills upon themselves.2 
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Moral and Material Resources 

Citizenship + CIVIC GAIN CIVIC DEFICIT 
Rights - CIVIC EXPANSION CIVIC EXCLUSION 

FIGURE I. Civic stratification 

IV 

In contemporary capitalist democracies, the ethos and practice of citizen- 
ship is at least as likely as class relations to structure group interests and 
thereby fields of conflict and discontent. This is because citizenship 
remains an ideal whose actualization is always less than complete, both 
because it sets standards yet to be reached and because its existing insti- 
tutionalization is usually impaired by force of circumstance and vested 
interests. 

A full treatment of the various issues that these preliminary remarks give 
rise to is not possible within the confines of this paper. The following 
discussion will be limited to considering some of the main ways in which 
the status of citizenship, together with the unequal distribution of 
resources, produces four fairly distinct kinds of situations and interests 
which have a direct bearing on the understanding of class formation and 
social order more generally.3 These may be identified schematically as seen 
in Figure I 

Citizenship rights (+) denotes 'full citizenship', namely that the same 
existingrights are shared by all citizens. Citizenship rights (-) denotes either 
new rights that are aspired to but not yet achieved (civic expansion) or a 
lack of existing rights (civic exclusion). 'Moral resources' refers to advan- 
tages conferred by social standing and social networks, command of 
information, and general know-how, including the ability to attain one's 
ends through the activation of shared moral sentiments, whether or not the 
actor's orientation to such standards is sincere or disingenuous. Although 
the line between moral and material resources is hazy, the part played by 
what Dollard (1949: 17>87) called 'the prestige gain' should never be 
underestimated. This is why the 'middle class' generally have the edge on 
the 'working class' in their ability to get more out of the same formally 
equal rights, particularly social rights. The former are not only equal or 
superior in status to those dispensing educational, medical and other 
public seIvices, but better able to communicate their needs and more 
confident in discovering and influencing the choice of options open to 
them. 
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Civic Exclusion 

Imperfections in the institutionalization of citizenship are most glaring and 
offensive when readily identifiable social categories are denied full citi- 
zenship rights or when their existing rights are abrogated. This is parti- 
cularly the case when those involved are members of some ascriptive 
grouping which possesses a diffuse social solidarity, and when their 
voluntary or constrained social interaction fosters corporate associations. 
While systematic abrogation - as opposed to piecemeal erosion - of civil, 
industrial or social rights is unusual, the denial of full citizenship to 
ascriptively defined social categories is undoubtedly a major part of the 
explanation of the fact that from time to time conflict centring on civic 
disabilities attaching to race, gender and ethnicity has acquired something 
of the saliency and vitality that once characterized an earlier phase of 'class 
struggle'. In all such cases, the sense of relative status deprivation arises 
from civic disqualification of a fairly blatant kind: namely the de jure or de 
facto exclusion of some ulinority from the full range of civil, political and 
social rights enjoyed by the majority. By this is meant either that the rights 
in question have not been accorded, or that, because of say intimidation, 
lack of a secret ballot, hindrances to voter registration, or for some other 
reason connected with legal implementation, they are unenforceable. But 
except where there is de jure- or illegal - exclusion, this case shades over 
into the next: civic deficit. 

Very often those who suffer exclusion are also lacking in material and 
moral resources on other grounds. But this is by no means always the case. 
For instance, in the past, women, Jews and blacks have been civically- 
excluded as social categories irrespective of their differentiation by class 
and status. The relation between struggles for civic incorporation and 
conventional status deprivation should not be overlooked either. In the 
case of middle-class suffragettes, the sense of relative civic deprivation was 
exacerbated by the fact that their male servants had the vote; and half a 
century later the first phase of the feminist movement was in part the 
product of the generally inferior roles accorded to women in the preceding 
student movements of the 1960s. Similar motives actuated the leadership of 
the Chartist movement after the Reform Act of 1832. 

Civic Deficit 

The case in which minorities (social, not necessarily demographic) are 
denied the rights of full civil, political and social citizenship should be 
distinguished from that of civic deficit, which refers either to a situation in 
which a lack of resources prevents the exercise of rights that are formally 
enjoyed or to one in which the exercise of rights is derogating. It is possible 
to distinguish three types of civic deficit: power deficit, stigmatized deficit, 
and f scal deficit. 

(a) The classic instance of a power deficit is the discrepancy between the 
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civil right of the wage earner to enter into a free and equal contract when in 
fact this right is nullified by the superior bargaining power of the employer. 
The rectification of this incongruity between de jure status and de facto 
power was achieved only after a long drawn out struggle over the legality of 
trade unions and the right to collective bargaining. The most noteworthy 
feature of this development which established what Marshall called a 
'secondary system of industrial citizenship' alongside the basic civil rights 
of property and contract, was that it involved the creation of a new set of 
rights (or immunities) as a means of realizing existing ones. This may be 
seen as prototypical of all subsequent measures whose purpose has been to 
remove the incongruity between formal and substantive citizenship in 
whatever form it arises; as, for example, in equal opportunity legislation 
and policies of positive discrimination. 

(b)The extent to which citizenship still falls short of this ideal is all too 
evident. But there is another important form of civic deficit which is due 
not simply to a lack of material and moral resources, but rather to the 
structure and operation of social citizenship, which of its own accord cre- 
ates incipient status groups of a negatively privileged kind. 

The manner in which the administration of social security benefits 
stigmatizes claimants is a topic well covered by the existing literature.4 Here 
is a form of civic deficit created by the exercise of social rights within a 
system that not only legitimates the allocation of inferior resources to 
claimants, but also has the effect of reconstituting them as 'second class 
citizens'. The most important common feature of 'state dependants' is that 
they are no longer in a market- or class - situation, but in a status-deter- 
mined situation which leads them in varying degrees to be regarded as 
lesser citizens. This is especially true when the derogation attaching to 
being dependent on 'state handouts' is exacerbated by being subject to the 
humiliations of means-testing. In an enterprise culture, all of this is taken as 
evidence of failure, a mark of inferiority all the more deeply imprinted 
when beneficiaries are treated as potential frauds, subject to the discre- 
tionary powers of state officials and have their private lives open to close 
inspection. In this respect, their lesser citizenship is well demonstrated by 
the differential treatment of tax and social security fraud. 

Most importantly, their life chances are determined by a status that defines 
them as desetving less than other citizens. Unlike groups that canjustify their 
claim to greater resources because their enjoyment of citizenship rights is 
demonstrably inadequate by reference to the nor ms supporting these rights, 
those now in question lack the same moral leverage. This is because the 
fundamental feature of civic dependence is that it is a status that results from 
the application of universalistic criteria. Therein lies its legitimation, since, in 
principle, any citizen may share that fate. 

A final and very important distinguishing feature of social security rights 
is that there is no corresponding set of duties attaching to them, other than 
those signifying sub citizenship. They are thus the only major exception6 to 
Marshall's principle that, although citizenship may be 'invoked in the 
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defence of rights, the corresponding duties of citizenship cannot be 
ignored'. The rights of state dependents, however, make of them a special 
class of persons who have no duties other than those that underline their 
dependency. Unlike other rights of citizenship, these social rights create a 
one-sided and passive relationship to the state through its agents. In so far 
as there are duties attaching to them (and collecting benefits is not one), 
they are such obligations as having to report in person or to notify changes 
in circumstances - which are designed to make of citizens objects of sur- 
veillance. Moreover, many who fall into or pass through this status of 
dependency belong to that section of the community- the so-called 
'underclass' - which is now increasingly being publicly singled out as 
lacking in civic virtue and deserving the imposition of duties that go 
beyond those just referred to. 

Stigmatization is a rather strong term to characterize the more or less 
demeaning status of state-dependents in toto, since it is an attitude that varies 
depending on the nature of the benefit. State pensioners are generallyseen as 
the most deserving; those receiving unemployment benefit much less so; and 
single parents least of all (Coughlin 1980;Jowell, Witherspoon and Brook 
1987 and 1989) . In all European countries, except for Belgium, the growing 
numbers of the long-run unemployed, the young unemployed and one- 
parent families are most liable to stigmatization through means-testing of 
benefits(OorschotandSchelll991;Listerl990).Andsinceminoritygroups 
tend to be highly overrepresented in these categories, public disesteem is 
often compounded by racial prejudice. 

Nevertheless, the broad-ranging distinction between the economically 
productive and state-dependent, between those in class situations and 
those in status situations, is bound to be a significant line of social differ- 
entiation in societies that are oriented to market values, and especially 
when there is perceived to be a 'crisis' in welfare funding. 

This can be illustrated by reference to the ways in which the social rights 
of citizenship contribute to the division of the population by age: that is, in 
defining the status of the old. While departure from the labour market 
generally results in a loss of status,7 the identification of a collective cate- 
gory of the retired through this purely economic passage is greatly shar- 
pened and made a much more general social division when the right to a 
basic state pension is a universal entitlement of all citizens. This is so for 
three reasons. First, unlike the age of departure from the labour force, 
which may vary very considerably (because of early retirement schemes, 
individual choice or disability, and depending on whether employment is 
in the private or public sector), the designation of state pensioner intro- 
duces a sharp discontinuity: everyone reaching the age of 65 acquires this 
status.8 Second, it is a legal status, not a market-related capacity or incapa- 
city, or even a matter of custom. On the contrary, with few exceptions, the 
state sets the standard of what is customary practice elsewhere. Third, the 
status creates a fiscal subject pensioners tout court. This alone guarantees 
them a national, budgetary, identity. Finally, although pensioners now tend 
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to enjoy the accolade of 'senior citizen' (an import from the more 
politically correct USA), the prefix that qualifies their citizenship uniquely 
carries few substantial rights and no special duties, much less the status the 
title usually signifies in other contexts - as in 'senior management' or 'the 
senior service'. On the contrary it is a euphemism for a socially well 
understood devaluation. In all these respects, this social right of citizenship 
defines the status of a growing category of the population quite indepen- 
dently of their departure from a market situation, or position in the rela- 
tions of production. 

Of course, the old, by this definition, remain heterogeneous in income, 
wealth and status. Nevertheless, it is the aura created by the commonality of 
this clear, legal, fiscal status that tends to blur the socio-economic differ- 
entiation of the retired, and to give the status of pensioner a general social 
significance in the public mind when the cost of state pensions becomes a 
principal target in the war to reduce public spending: the so-called 'pen- 
sions time bomb'.9 

It is in this context that some writers expect to see a new social division 
opening up between the economically active and the retired dependent 
population. Some time ago, Alber (1984) entertained a scenario in which 
the present generation of workers will find it more and more unacceptable 
to go on providing growing numbers of the retired with a level of state 
pension which they themselves cannot expect to receive on reaching 
retirement age. This inter-generational antagonism is likely to be more 
acute in countries with poorly developed occupational pension schemes 
and where the 'pay as you go' funding principle throws the burden directly 
on national insurance and the tax payer.l° 

It is against this background that, in Britain recently, the public image 
of the old as a burdensome fiscal subject was briefly replaced by the 
dream of 'wealth cascading down the generations', only to be quickly 
superseded by the nightmare of wealth 'cascading into residential care' 
(Authers and Coggan 1992). The latter is something of a moral panic, 
since the vast majority of people over the age of sixty-five do not end up 
in residential care; and even among the 'old old' no more than a quarter. 
And both prospects are predominantly of concern to the middle classes, 
since the rich know full well how to pass on their wealth without con- 
sulting the tax inspector, and the majority of the working class have little 
to pass on anyway. However, the significance of this episode is the way in 
which it has senJed to strengthen the public identity of the old as a col- 
lective category. 

This particular example illustrates a more general process by which the 
very large number of citizens dependent on state welfare come to acquire 
their several public identities as distinct collectivities. No sooner are such 
persons made into a vast residual category by virtue of their removal or 
exclusion from relations of production than they are immediately recon- 
stituted by their relations to the means of social security, and thereby 
classified into categories of different moral worth, which are then easily 
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transformed into 'politicized' symbolic entities as a result of budgetary 
exigencies and media amplification of public anxieties. 

Another example of this is the way in which the reduction of the social 
security benefits of certain categories of youth - the never-employed and 
young never-married single mothers being the main targets - not only 
stigmatizes these particular groups (Andrews andJacobs 1990: chapter 4) 
but in a manner that reinforces in the public mind the image of youth perse 
as an irresponsible, alienated and subversive subject associated with crime, 
yobbishness, drug taking and teenage pregnancy. As in the case of the old, 
the 'problematizing' of youth is closely bound up with the legitimation of 
the funding and administration of social rights. 

Although it is possible to distinguish stigmatized from power deficits, 
naturally some individuals may belong to both categories; and indeed civic 
deficit may be combined with ethnic stigmatization and partial civic 
exclusion, as in the case of Gastarbezter who pay taxes, contribute to and 
receive benefits from health and social security services, but who for various 
reasons are not naturalized in the host country.ll The extent of these 
overlaps is important in the structuring of social grievance and thus the 
potential for political protest. For example, it might be expected that a 
sense of legitimate deprivation would be more likely among those in power 
deficit situations rather than among the civically stigmatized. If this is true, 
then the sense of grievance among those suffering from power deficits will 
tend to be defused the more completely they are relegated to the ranks of 
the civically stigmatized - the case of unemployed youth just referred to 
being one example. 

(c) The last type of civic deficit is what has been called fiscal deficit. Since 
this is mainly to be understood negatively, by reference to fiscal gain, it will 
be discussed in the next section. 

Civic Gain 

Civic gain refers to the various ways in which legal, formally universal enti- 
tlements confer unequal benefits on citizens according to their ability to 
make use of them; just as civic deficit refers to a lack of capacity in this 
respect. Thus, corresponding to stigmatized or status deficit is the 'prestige 
gain' referred to above. An example of a power gain in the field of civil 
rights is that only the very wealthy can risk undertaking libel actions; the 
corresponding deficit being that only the very poor are eligible for legal aid. 

Fiscal deficits and gains differ from those of power and status in that they 
accrue to individuals whose gains and losses are least of all capable of being 
perceived as being related in a zero-sum game. Fiscal gains refer principally 
to tax reliefs accruing to such things as occupational or private pension 
schemes, mortgages, personal equity plans, investment and unit trusts and 
capital gains - in other words gains obtained through civil, contractual 
rights which can be exercised by all, without a gainer obviously counter- 
balanced by a loser, but which in fact work very substantially to the 
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advantage of those who have the income, wealth, know-how or jobs which 
allow them to benefit from them. Pension and mortgage tax reliefs are the 
major forms of fiscal gains,l2 but fiscal deficits are not simply restricted to 
the inability to exercise rights to these particular goods. An important 
example of a quite different form of fiscal loss is the 'poverty trap', 
common throughout social security systems, whereby high marginal rates 
of tax can apply to those on means-tested benefits when their earnings 
exceed the allowable limit (Oorschot and Schell 1991: 191-2). 

Although fiscal gains favour the middle classes rather than the working 
class, the advantage is not clear-cut in class terms, since a substantial pro- 
portion of the working class are house owners or buyers and members of 
occupational pension schemes.l3 Therefore, there is sufficient cross-class 
benefit from such measures to prevent the creation of a politically sig- 
nificant impression of any crude class exploitation of common civil rights. 
This is so objectively. It is another matter whether such benefits would be 
seen as legitimate by those excluded from them, were they aware of the 
scale of the transfers involved. Taking tax exemptions on mortgages, 
membership of occupational pension and life insurance schemes, on 
retirement lump sums and on employers' contributions, it has been esti- 
mated that the total gain is around one third of total expenditure on social 
services. This does not include the exemptions from capital gains tax of 
pension funds investments, which have been estimated at one and a half 
times the Exchequer subsidy to the National Insurance Scheme (Taylor- 
Gooby 1985: 83) . But these are hardly the sorts of social facts that appear on 
the front pages of the tabloid press. 

Civic Expansion 

Like any other ideal, citizenship has an inner logic which reaches beyond 
the limits that material scarcity and social struggle impose upon its insti- 
tutionalization. Its frontiers are continually tested and contested, and 
usually by those whose resources are greater rather than lesser. Because the 
ethos of citizenship engenders expectations of equality and participation in 
public affairs that out-run its momentary practice, it seems appropriate to 
refer to action that is oriented to this realm of citizenship potential as 'civic 
expansion', and to those seeking to establish new rights of citizenship as 
'civic activists'. The latter tend to be 'postmaterialist' in orientation, and 
directly or indirectly many of their policies entail 'decommodification' by 
the subordination of market values to human rights. Those who strive after 
such goals are not necessarily, or even usually, those who have most to gain 
directly from their realization. Many of the most forceful advocates of new 
civil and political and social rights are to be found in the 'sexvice class' and 
particularly among those employed in the public sector. The aspirations of 
civic activists are aroused not so much by a concern that existing rights are 
denied, insubstantial or under threat of being diminished, as by a con- 
ception of the rights appropriate to what a citizen may yet become. In short, 
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they are aspirations not just to what Parsons called 'full citizenship', but 
rather to a fullo citizenship. In this process, recourse to judicial review of 
leglslation is more and more a frequent feature. 

Falling into the category of civic expansion are the following: demands 
for constitutional reform, the enlargement of civil liberties, freedom of 
information, consumer protection, the extension of democratic partici- 
pation by election instead of appointment to office in a variety of quangoes 
and private organizations, the substitution of universalistic for selectivist 
principles in the allocation of welfare benefits and of other goods that 
enhance the status of citizenship and promote a closer community: and, 
beyond this, the augmentation of national citizenship by the imple- 
mentation of supra-national codes of human rights. 

Civic activism proper is the vocation of a small minority, probably to be 
numbered in their tens of thousands at the national level, though their 
supporters are far more numerous: Greenpeace UK is reputed to have 
more members than the Labour Party. That the cutting edge of citizenship 
should be so finely honed is, in historical perspective, neither surprising 
nor to be underestimated. 

Civic Stratification and Social integration 

On this occasion, only the most tentative answers may be attempted to the 
question of which forms of civic stratification identified above are more or 
less likely to give rise to widespread and legitimatable discontent. 

1. Although civic exclusion has ranked highly as a cause of intense and 
widespread disaffection in the past, once political and civil rights have been 
won, the process of removing remaining anomalies and inequities is hardly 
likely to be the epicentre of major social conflict, even though such 
inequalities of treatment affect large numbers of people. An instance is that 
of gender discrimination, which has been reduced not only by national 
equal opportunity legislation but also by the activation of 'transitional' 
citizenship rights (Soysal 1994), such as by appeal to EC legislation and the 
European Court of Human Rights. For instance, the latter has been the 
route by which equalization of age of retirement and of eligibility for free 
medical prescriptions has been won. The same logic of citizenship must 
sooner or later attend to such inequities as occupational pension schemes 
providing for a widow's but not a widower's entitlement, or to the way 
working mothers' chances of exercising their full civil rights of contract are 
diminished by lack of adequate childcare. But such tidying-up measures, 
whatever their financial implications, are unlikely to generate sufficient 
grievance and collective action to give politicians sleepless nights. 

In general, anomalies whose injustice is not in principle contestable, but 
whose resolution is for one reason or another tardy, are much less likely to 
be the cause of deep-rooted disaffection than are forms of civic exclusion 
proper, where the denial of full citizenship is by comparison gross, both 
because it affects large numbers of people and is glaringly inconsistent. 
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The major exception is civic deficit, verging on exclusion, which is the 
result of personal and institutional discrimination against groups such as 
'guest workers' and ethnic minorities, and which extends towards the 
second and third generations of immigrant families, even in Britain which 
is exceptional in having accorded postwar New Commonwealth immigrants 
full citizenship. This fault line in civic integration is likely to widen under 
conditions of high unemployment, the voluntary or involuntary ghetto- 
ization of ethnic minorities, and uncertainty about, and therefore 
obsession with, national identity.l4 Perhaps the question then is, not why 
minorities protest against such discrimination, but why protest does not 
take on a more widespread political form. One reason is that ethnic groups 
vary in the extent to which they have become integrated in the host society, 
at least as measured by educational and occupational achievement. What- 
ever the reason for this, it has the effect of reinforcing invidious 
comparisons between minorities, and thereby preventing their coalescence 
as a united bloc. A more fundamental reason, however, is that in so far as 
minorities have 'full' citizenship, they are necessarily caught up in rules of 
the civic game which present a choice between legitimate remedial action, 
such as achieving supplementary rights, and action outside the rules, which 
provides grounds for increased prejudice and further discrimination. 

Finally, there is the possibility of self-exclusion. During the period of 
the poll tax in Britain, large numbers of the poorest and youngest sections 
of the community who were unable or unwilling to pay the twax evaded 
inclusion on the electoral register, and thereby disenfranchised them- 
selves. But this form of individualistic withdrawal from the societal com- 
munity is a far cry from a duly elected government excluding its citizenry 
from the social rights of the European Community, and a world away from 
colonial secession under the banner of no taxation without representa- 
tion. 

2. The incivism of civic activism is often striking, most especially when 
public demonstrations that aim to extend existing rights or win new ones 
confront the power of the state. The zealots of such movements are 
usually drawn disproportionately from relatively privileged strata, and it is 
mostly from this same liberal or progressive constituency that they get 
wider sympathy and support. While some social theorists see in these 
movements the prototype of new lines of social struggle destined to 
replace class conflicts, their diversity and single-issue character makes for 
at most fragile coalitions of interest and intermittency of concerted 
action. This tendency is accentuated by the loose fit between the ethically 
urgent demands of civic activism and the naturally pragmatic stwance of the 
major political parties through which these demands have the greatest 
chance of being, if only partially, realized. If these movements are a form 
of 'stwatus politics' (Turner 1988: 44-53), they are not yet 'party' in 
Weber's terms. The single exception to this, which proves the rule, is the 
German 'Greens', who, after forming a political party in collaboration 
with the erstwhile East German civil rights movement, Alliance 90, added 
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to their mainly environmental platform issues of wider electoral appeal 
such as immigration, racism, civil rights and military involvement abroad, 
and have thereby taken on the character of a dissident establishment. 

3. The potentially most socially disruptive type of civic deficit arises when 
there exist rights whose lack of substance reduces the capacity of social 
groups to realize their interests against those of others to whom they are 
related in a zero-sum power relationship. This situation, referred to as a 
power deficit, is most obvious in the case of competing groups who share 
the same rights but have very different amounts of resources. Above, the 
case of the employer-employee relationship was taken as paradigmatic. It 
might be argued that in capitalist societies this instance was not only 
exceptional but unique, and that to refer to it as a power deficit is factitious. 
This is not so, however, since other social categories, above all women and 
blacks, have also experienced analogous power deficits in respect of civil, 
social and political rights. The discovery of another important instance of 
power deficit is shown by the remarkable growth of rights to protect chil- 

dren - as potential citizens not only against other adults, but against their 

own parents. Moreover, as in the case of the formation of early trade 
unions, the primary means by which groups have sought to reduce their 
disadvantage has been by securing new sets of ancillary rights (such as 
legislation aimed at curtailing race and sex discrimination) whose legiti- 
macy derives from their particularization, and thereby the fulfilment, so to 
speak, existing norms of citizenship. But in general, as in the case of civic 
exclusion, it is difficult to think of remaining power deficits of a systematic 

kind (other than those afflicting ethnic minorities) which are likely to give 
rise to deep and legitimate discontent. 

4. The two remaining types of civic deficit are even less likely to give rise 
to grievances that eventuate in collective protest. Fiscal deficits are neither 
socially transparent nor class specific. They not only lack the same social 
salience as power deficits, but there is no comparable standard by which 
they can be deemed illegitimate. The typical power deficit suffered by the 
wage-earner before the existence of trades unions was capable of being 
shown to be illegitimate because the fact of duress invalidated the moral 
foundation of the legal norm of free and equal contract. No such ground of 
delegitimation is present with respect to fiscal gains resulting from the 
exercise of common civil (contractual) rights. Those who are unable to 
take advantage of these rights are not in the same position as the worker 
before the existence of trades unions. The vital difference is that the direct 
power relationship present in the latter case is absent in the former. There 
is no apparent zerbsum game involved: fiscal gain has no socially per- 
ceivable consequence or limit. These gains and deficits are certainly real; in 
aggregate the transfers are quite massive. But they are also socially abstract 
and opaque and thus grounds only for a highly cultivated sense of injustice. 

Fiscal gains are probably better understood by those who enjoy them 
than by those who do not; and for the same reason the former probably 
appreciate them much more than the latter resent them. Fiscal gain and 
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loss is just one of many macro-social phenomena which have real con- 
sequences for people's life chances but are hardly at the forefront of the 
public consciousness. The fact that in 1993 company trading profits were 
growing by about eight times more than personal incomes is just as remote 
from the everyday moral calculus as is the fact that 'the odds of children of 
service class origins being themselves found in service class positions rather 
than in non-skilled wage labour are around ffteen times greater than these 
same odds for children of non-skilled working-class origins' (Goldthorpe 
1995: 325). Because they are hidden, these sorts of inequalities just do not 
count as causes of social resentment or system delegitimation. 

Hidden in a different sense are tax-evading transfers within the 'black 
economy', which are estimated at between eight and ten percent of UK 
GDP (Chote 1995). And since this source of income accounts for around a 
third of the spending and saving of the poorest fifth of the population, it is 
a gain which may be more significant than their 'fiscal loss' when it comes 
to understanding why inequalities revealed by official statistics do not give 
rise to greater dissatisfaction. 

5. For different reasons, stigmatized deficit is also a condition that is 
unlikely to result in widespread social protest. The number of persons cast 
into the status of means-tested beneficiaries is very large. At least one of 
them is to be found in a third of British households today. Yet this stratum 
(it cannot be called a class) is anything but homogeneous. Nor is it a 
stagnant population, the status of statedependent being for many one 
which they are momentarily jettisoned into and then emerge from to 
return to the ranks of the productive and into a class situation. It is 
moreover a status occupied by those whose material and moral resources 
are to begin with small, and whose lack of incentive, capacity and oppor- 
tunity to engage in collective action is further diminished by the indignity 
of the status itself. 

But the most fundamental obstacle to any kind of concerted action is the 
fact that social security systems particularize their subjects, and prevent any 
sense of common identity among the various kinds of beneficiaries. 
Wherever means-testing is a key mechanism, that alone ensures the frag- 
mentation of interest; and this is characteristic of state beneficiaries in 
general, unless it is common interest in movements in the Retail Price 
Index, to which so many of their fates are linked. Finally, what Lepsius 
(1979) referred to as the vertical divisions or columns among the 'bene- 
ficiary classes' means that the latter are socially unconnected (Alber 1984) 
except abstractly via the very system that segments them. For all these 
reasons, the term 'underclass' is a misnomer and lacks analytical purchase. 
Although much the same applies to pensioners, it may well be that they will 
come to constitute an increasingly important electoral bloc in that, despite 
their heterogeneity, they tend to have a general interest in low earnings 
inflation and high interest rates which puts them at odds with the eco- 
nomically active. 
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IV 

To summarize: the aim has been to explore the usefulness of inverting the 
conventional class analysis problematic, which starts from class structure as 
a set of objective positions and then asks under what conditions socio- 
political class formation occurs, and then how this in turn bears upon social 
cohesion. By contrast, the route followed above starts from the assumption 
that the structure of citizenship is central to social cohesion and then leads 
to the question of how in practice inequalities of class and status modify its 

. . . . . . . . . . 

nstltutlona lzatlon and t. lere zy ltS lNtegratlVe tUnCtlOn. 

In both approaches, specific social groupings become the focus of 
attention. On the one hand, there are more or less well defined 'classes' 
identified through economic position, employment relations, life chances 
and 'demographic' density; on the other there are more or less well 
defined categories of 'citizens' identified through their different capacities 
to exercise various rights, their social categorization by the rights them- 
selves and by their motivation to extend and enlarge them. 

Whether these two perspectives on the relationship between class for- 
mation and social integration are in competition or complementary is 
debatable. Class analysis does not claim to be able to explain socio-political 
class formation by reference simply to class position; and among the 
necessary additional factors that have to be taken into account the insti- 
tutionalization and practice of citizenship may be thought to be the leading 
candidate. 

It is also clear that, while its practice is heavily influenced by the structure 
of class and status inequality, citizenship can be seen to exert a force-field of 
its own: in part through stratifying practices such as civic exclusion and 
stigmatization; in part through ethical exploitation as in civic activism; and, 
most generally, through providing a legitimation of inequality, and thereby 
the basis of whatever degree of social integration capitalist democracies 
possess - the measure (or more likely, measures) of which has still be 
devised. 

Finally, unlike class analysis, the approach set out above allows inequal- 
ities related to age, gender and ethnicity to be incorporated within the 
same explanatoxy scheme. 

David Lockwood 
Department of SociologJ1 

University of Essex 

NOTES 

1. In this I follow Lipset's distinction recent proposals for rationing health care 
(1980: 77) between 'efficiency' and which hold that those ill from tobacco, 
'legitimacy'. alcohol or other drug abuse should be 

2. Quite literally applied in some put at the end of the queue. This 
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than in other major European coun- 
tries. See Andrews and Jacobs (1990: 
131) and Disney (1993). 

10. In Germany, for instance, the new 
insurance scheme for nursing the aged 
and chronically ill will add another one 
per cent to the wages bill; and it is esti- 
mated that, thirty years hence, contribu- 
tions to this, and to pensions, together 
with contributions for health and unem- 
ployment, will amount to over 50% of 
wages before income tax. 

11. Which may be 'due to an unwill- 
ingness to compromise their national 
identity, refusal of many countries to 
allow dual nationality, the pressure from 
home governments not to give up their 
existing citizenship, the expense and 
complexity of naturalization, or the fear 
that they would still not be accepted even 
if they were naturalized' (Layton-Henry 
1992: 236). 

12. This is particularly true of Britain 
where it is estimated that pensions and 
life insurance funds accounted for about 
70% of personal net wealth in 1987, and 
for almost a half of household savings in 
1984, compared with 24% in the USA, 
22% in West Germany and 14% inJapan. 
Bank deposits account for a much higher 
proportion of savings inJapan (62%) and 
Germany (58%) (Chappell 1988: 59-60). 
It is thought likely that other European 
countries will move closer to the British 
practice as the cost of 'pay as you go' 
pensions mounts. See The Bank of England 
Quarterly Bulletin (1991) . 

13. In 1951, 30% of men and 12% of 
women were in occupational pension 
schemes; in 1980, the figures were 68% 
and 58% respectively. At present it is 
estimated that more than three quarters 
of men over the age of twenty-five are in 
such schemes. There has been compar- 
able growth in house ownership: from 
31 % in 1951, to 59So in 1982, and to 
around 65% in 1993. These figures, 
except for the last, are from Taylor Gooby 
(1985), and Hannah (1986). 

14. For instance, the upsurge of right- 
wing extremism in Germany has 
undoubtedly been associated with the 
economic burdens imposed by reunifica- 
tion. But, additionally, the task of 
integrating two such vastly different 

criterion of desert or merit is linked with 
the rather different notion of 'efficiency' 
in an economic productive sense, which 
means that scientific judgments of what 
can be cured may not always be divorced 
from considerations of whom it is it is 
worthwhile to cure. This is just another 
example of the unity of the norms 
underlying market, bureaucratic and civic 
relations. 

3. The following sections elaborate 
on arguments first set out in Lockwood 
(1987). I wish to thank Lydia Morris for 
her advice on the revision of the original 
version of the present paper. 

4. See, for example, Pinker (1971); 
Room (1979); Spicker (1984); Dean 
(1990); Andrews and Jacobs (1990). 
However, evidence on the extent to which 
claimants experience stigmatization is 
somewhat ambiguous: see Page (1984: 
68-70). 

5. On means testing, see Page (1984) 
and Dean (1991). On the differential 
treatment of tax and social security fraud, 
see Cook (1989 and 1991), and Andrews 
and Jacobs (1990: chapter 7) . 

6. The other being that (except in 
Australia and a few other countries) the 
right to vote carries no obligation to do so. 

7. As Pinker (1971) was one of the 
first to point out, the inability to reci- 
procate is a chief reason for the deroga- 
tion of social security dependents. The 
same line of argument is pursued in 
relation to ageing by Bryan Turner 
(1989) when he develops the idea of 'the 
reciprocity-maturation curve'. For a sum- 
mary of the factors affecting the status of 
the old, seeJulian and Kornblum (1983). 

8. The selection of age 65 came about 
relatively recently, largely due to the 
growth of occupational pensions 
(Hannah 1986: chapter 9) . In 1931 
almost a half of men over 65 were still 
working; by 1961, almost a quarter; by 
1981, only one in ten. 

9. This is another case where there 
is a bit of a moral panic, at least in 
Britain, where pension costs of an 
ageing of the population will be offset 
by the indexing of the state pension to 
prices rather than earnings, and where 
occupational pensions are a far more 
important source of retirement income 
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political systems has created a climate 
favourable to the recrudescence of the 
(pre-nation state) idea of the nation as 

'an organic cultural, linguistic, or racial 
community- as a MolksgemeinschaJg' (Btu- 
baker 1989: 8). 
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